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OVERVIEW

Spectacular detached villa with garden and pool in an
exclusive area of Castelldefels.

This magnificent detached house is located on a 607 m² plot in Montemar,
Castelldefels, in a quiet area close to all services and amenities. It is a 442 m² house
distributed over three floors, with very open and bright spaces.

We access the house through a front porch. The main floor houses a master suite with
dressing room and private bathroom, two double bedrooms with custom-made
wardrobes, an office and another complete bathroom with a bathtub.

The middle floor has the main living room with access to a terrace and overhead
projector, a separate kitchen, a double bedroom and a complete bathroom with a
newly renovated shower.

On the top floor we have a summer living room with a games area, a kitchenette and
access to the pool, a service floor with its own bathroom and kitchen, a gym with a
double sauna and Turkish bath, a laundry room and a wine cellar.

The property also has a storage room, private garage and security system.

The property dazzles us with its top quality finishes such as marble floors, double
glazing and aluminum exterior joinery, among others. It has a security door, interior
lacquered wood doors, Wi-Fi, air conditioning, mains gas heating, as well as water,
gas and electricity meters.

A unique opportunity to acquire an unbeatable home that has all the amenities to
guarantee maximum comfort. Elegant, exceptional and in a high-end area.

lucasfox.com/go/gav29373

Sea views, Garden, Swimming pool, Terrace,
Spa, Gym, Private garage, Natural light,
Vineyards, Wooden flooring,
Air conditioning, Alarm, Balcony, Barbecue,
Built-in wardrobes, Chill out area,
Equipped Kitchen, Exterior, Fireplace,
Heating, Home cinema, Playroom,
Renovated, Solar panels, Storage room,
Transport nearby, Utility room, Views
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Important Information relating to properties offered by Lucas Fox. Any property particulars are not an offer or contract, nor part of one. You should not rely on statements by
Lucas Fox in the particulars or by word of mouth or in writing as being factually accurate about the property, its condition or its value. Neither Lucas Fox nor any associated
agent has any authority to make any representations about the property, and accordingly any information given is entirely without responsibility on the part of the agents,
seller(s) or lessor(s). Prior the signature of any document concerning the property we recommend that all purchasers consult an independent lawyer and if necessary carry out
a survey of the property to ascertain condition / measurements. Areas, measurements and distances given are approximate only and should be checked by the purchaser.
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